
Motus UK is one of the largest commercial 

vehicle dealerships in England. It's a highly 

competitive and profitable vehicle group 

focused on providing value for its customers. 

As a distributor and retailer of vehicles and 

related products and services,  Motus UK 

provides an integrated offering of services 

across all segments of the vehicle value chain 

for a broad range of the world's most 

respected vehicle brands.

Motus UK finds the key to 
better auditing with ADAudit Plus
With the help of ADAudit Plus, Motus UK gains control over their 

Active Directory environment, by tracking every change made in their 

domain with detailed reports on the who's, when's and where's. 

About the Organization

Prior to ManageEngine we did not 

have a tool to audit our domain 

but thanks to their robust tool – 

ADAudit Plus, we can now audit 

every single change made in our 

AD.

Jigar Mehta,

IT Infrastructure engineer.

Organization: Motus UK

Industry: Vehicle dealership

Location: UK

CASE STUDY

https://www.manageengine.com/products/active-directory-audit/


Business challenge

Jigar Mehta, an IT Infrastructure engineer at Motus UK, found it hard to cope with the growing demands 

and challenges  of  keeping  his  IT environment safe and secure. With an ever-growing business 

spanning across 80 cities in the UK, Motus UK's  IT infrastructure is bound to be robust. For such a 

widespread business, accountability is crucial. However, with the native auditing tools, it's  nearly 

impossible to  ensure complete visibility into every event occurring  across  the  entire  setup.  Mehta 

found it was difficult to track the changes made in his domains across the various sites. So, he started 

looking for a reliable tool that could effectively audit the entire domain. 

ADAudit Plus fits the bill

Thanks to ADAudit Plus, Mehta is now able to easily keep track of every change made in his domain—a 

dream  come true for any  IT  admin. With in-depth reports, real-time alerts, and graphical displays, 

ADAudit Plus collects all the modifications made and groups them together by category. This way, 

Mehta no longer has to sift through the event viewer, overwhelmed by the sheer volume of information. 

Mehta is glad the nightmare is over, and says, "Thanks to their robust tool—ADAudit Plus—we can 

now audit every single change made in our AD".

ADAudit Plus doesn't miss  any anomalies.  On top of that, it sends  alerts  the moment  something 

suspicious takes place, which puts Mehta at ease. He says, "Knowing that we now have the ability to 

audit our AD gives us peace of mind and ensures accountability."

Mehta places his faith in ADAudit Plus, confident that it will take care of all the hard work. He goes on 

to  say, "ADAudit Plus makes the life of IT professionals easy in terms of overall management of IT 

infrastructure."
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ManageEngine ADAudit Plus is an IT security and compliance solution. With over 200 event-specific reports and 

real-time email alerts, it provides in-depth knowledge about changes made to both the content and configurations 

of Active Directory, Azure AD, and Windows servers. Additionally, ADAudit Plus provides thorough insight on 

workstation and file server access (including NetApp and EMC). For more information about ADAudit Plus, 

visit manageengine.com/active-directory-audit.

Key Features of ADAudit Plus

Some of the other important features that make ADAudit Plus a crucial tool for enterprises are:

Real-Time Change Monitoring and Alerting

Enable 24/7 surveillance for AD, Azure AD, Windows servers, file servers, and workstations. 

Trace User Footsteps

Gain insight into user logon activity occurring across your Windows server environment, 
spanning from logon failures to logon history.

Troubleshoot Account Lockouts

Detect lockouts instantly with real-time alerts and analyze the root cause for these lockouts 
with in-depth reports.

Protect Sensitive Data

Track file access across Windows file servers, failover clusters, NetApp, and EMC.

Actively Respond to Threats

Leverage threshold-based alerts and statistical analytics to detect anomalies instantly. 
Configure the tool to act automatically in the event of an attack.
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